
Toyota Boshoku America (TBA) implemented Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS)  
to become radically more ef�icient. As their trusted implementation partner, 
Fujitsu helped drive change and reduce time to close accounting processes 
from 45 days to just 3. 

Challenge 
TBA sought to enhance its business 
operations by transitioning to the 
advanced Oracle EBS suite of business 
applications, requiring a reliable 
integration partner for the migration. 

Solution 

Leveraging Fujitsu’s three decades 
of expertise in manufacturing and 
Oracle implementations enabled 
TBA to adopt the EBS system more 
swi ftly and cost-ef fectively. TBA now 
benef its from decreased manual labor 
and reduced inventory problems in 
manufacturing.

Outcomes 

•  Closing time has seen a remarkable
reduction, decreasing from 45 days
to just 3 days

•  Enhanced and simplified systems
have resulted in a reduction of errors
and delays
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“We needed an implementation partner who really 
understood Oracle. Fujitsu was that partner.
They understand the so�tware and they understand 
manufacturing.”
Tony Maschinot, IT Senior Manager, Toyota Boshoku America



Overcoming complexity 
Like any large manufacturer TBA has a highly complex production system and at one 
point used as many as 14 dif ferent accounting systems. The reliance on manually 
maintained Excel spreadsheets for scheduling and long-term planning, coupled with 
an inef ficient picking system, led to many delays and errors. For example, time to close 
could take up to 45 days.

TBA needed to reduce its dependency on manual spreadsheets as well as streamline 
and automate the Outside Processing (OSP) and receiving process to make picking 
faster and more accurate. The company chose Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) to enable 
better decision-making at scale, increase performance, and reduce costs. But lacking 
specialized knowledge, TBA needed an experienced implementation partner.  

“We went through a series of dif ferent discussions with vendors,” explains Steve Mosquera, 
Senior Manager, TBA. “And when we came to Fujitsu, the answer was clear. They spoke 
our language. They really understood where we were coming from. We already had a 
relationship with them in Japan so there was accountability and there was a sense of 
teamwork that we had with them right out of the gate.”  

Better planning, less waste 
Fujitsu successfully rolled out the Financial and Supply Chain Management (SCM) 
modules of Oracle EBS, introducing a tailored solution for enhancing the accuracy of 
the picking process. This solution involves the scanning of internal totes and customer 
labels to ensure item matches, alongside performing quantity verifications through 
Oracle Mobile Supply Chain Applications to reduce errors in picking and shipping.

Furthermore, Fujitsu developed a streamlined automation process for managing 
Outside Processing Shipments. This process includes the scanning of totes and 
generation of Bill of Lading (BOL) documents, which are critical legal documents 
specifying the goods’ type, quantity, and destination. Now, tasks related to part 
movements, purchase order (PO) creation, and the printing of shipping documents are 
automated, significantly saving time for the TBA employees. 

Faster, simpler systems for fewer errors and delays 

“Now we have one source of truth”, explains Steve Mosquera. “Our data is centralized 
in one area where we can understand what is happening in the company at any given 
moment. Everybody can understand what the current conditions are and therefore 
make better decisions and improve performance.” 

Customized programs and reports now leverage Material Requirements Planning 
data to refine scheduling and planning, taking into account resource capacities 
and availabilities, thus improving ef ficiency at the resource level. Enhancements in 
customer satisfaction are realized by reducing instances of mislabeling and shipping 
errors, while cost savings stem from a decrease in the need for expedited shipments. 
Additionally, employee engagement has improved as the system now automates data 
generation, eliminating the need for manual maintenance by users.
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Industry: 
Manufacturing

Location: 
USA

Website: 
www.toyota-boshoku.com/us

About the customer
TBA Group is a premier manufacturer of automotive interior systems, which 
includes the seat, door trim, headliner, substrate, and carpet in addition to air 
and oil filters for a variety of customers such as Toyota Motor Corporation and 
General Motors.

People: 
11,000+


